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Abstract
Recent advances in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and the subsequent explosion
of DNN frameworks have fostered the creation of a new class of systems. ONNX,
TVM, and TensorRT are notable examples of such systems: they share the same
goal of providing a runtime for DNN model inference with state-of-the-art performance, ease of deployment on hardware accelerators (e.g., GPUs), and portability
across platforms and devices. Yet, in the enterprise space data is mostly tabular and
classical Machine Learning (ML) techniques such as tree methods are frequently
used, often within complex pipelines composed of data featurizers and feature
selection operators. Unfortunately, in the classical ML space no unified inference
serving system exists. Therefore, developers are forced to resort to bespoken solutions or subpar performance. In this work we present H UMMINGBIRD: a system
able to compile classical ML pipelines end-to-end into tensor computations. It
thereby seamlessly leverages the features provided by DNN inference systems,
e.g., ease of deployment, operator optimizations and GPU support. We discuss the
challenges, our initial system prototype, and promising initial empirical results.
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Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) infused applications are becoming ever more pervasive [18]. The expectation is that in the future, ML will play a major role in our day to day life [6, 9]. This outlook
has been boosted by recent advances in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [24, 32, 23] and by the
subsequent explosion in the number of DNNs frameworks [30, 13, 11, 12], DNN-specific hardware
accelerators [25, 22, 1, 2], and DNN-enabled devices [3]. In this fast-evolving world, systems such as
ONNX Runtime [8], TVM [21], TensorRT [17], and nGraph [14] have been developed with the goal
of simplifying the deployment of trained DNN models by providing a target runtime for prediction
serving. These systems mainly operate at the abstraction level of tensor operations, and are capable
of executing arbitrary tensor computation graphs implemented in any of the major DNN frameworks,
often by first running optimization passes, and by supporting different hardware backends.
Yet, if we look at how the majority of enterprises currently do ML [26], we notice that the situation is
very different. For instance, in enterprises valuable data is often stored in tabular format [18], where
classical ML techniques such as linear models and tree ensemble methods are often more effective. In
this scenario, Data Scientists build model pipelines by composing data featurizers, feature selectors
and ML models into Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) of operators, whereby supporting end-to-end
(1) model deployment, (2) optimizations, and (3) execution on hardware accelerators is arduous.
The same tools and systems used for training the model pipelines are often used for prediction
serving, not always with good performance results (e.g., if containerized execution is necessary to
run Python code in a non-Python production environment [29]). Alternatively, bespoken solutions
can be implemented [28, 5], but the process is not scalable e.g., among different products and devices,
and if custom kernels are required for exploiting state-of-the-art hardware.
To overcome the above limitations, in this work we present H UMMINGBIRD: a system where trained
classical ML pipelines are end-to-end compiled into tensor computations, therefore allowing the

execution of classical ML pipelines on DNN prediction serving runtimes. H UMMINGBIRD enables
a significant reduction in engineering effort, and allows the exploitation of the many optimizations
already available in DNN prediction serving systems, as well as enabling execution on hardware
accelerators, and ease of deployment on devices (e.g., IoT) and platforms (e.g., web browser). In
building H UMMINGBIRD we had to overcome several challenges. First, operators in classical ML
pipelines are a mix of both linear algebra (arithmetic) operators (e.g., generalized linear models,
feature scaling) and algorithmic operators (e.g., random forest, gradient boosting trees, feature
hashing); compiling algorithmic operators into tensor computations is a non-trivial task. Second, since
our focus is prediction serving, the requirement is low latency and efficient inference performance
whereby we need to assure that compiled pipelines have reasonable performance. Third, we want
to achieve system generality with support for many classical operators, while at the same time
maintaining the ability to compile the source pipelines into many target environments including CPU,
GPU, and other hardware accelerators.
In this paper we will describe how H UMMINGBIRD is able to address the above challenges by
embracing techniques from both compilers and database optimizers. Furthermore, we will show
that by following such approach, H UMMINGBIRD opens up a whole array of novel optimizations
for classical ML pipelines. This includes cost-based operator compilation strategy selection, DAG
transformations, and cross-operator optimizations. Early empirical results show that our approach
can enable more than 10× speedup compared to original tools/systems for classical ML inference,
while enabling seamless hardware acceleration using GPUs.

2

System Overview

H UMMINGBIRD takes in a pre-trained classical ML pipelines as input and compiles it into a DAG
of tensor computations. Unlike DNN-based models, which are expressed using low-level tensor
operators, classical ML methods are expressed using a mix of high-level arithmetic and algorithmic
operators. Feature scaling, one-hot encoding, and random forest evaluation are examples of some of
those operators. Fig. 1 (A) shows examples of two such pipelines. During the compilation process,
H UMMINGBIRD first translates the given pipeline into an intermediate representation (IR) format.
Before emitting the compiled tensor DAG, it invokes it’s optimizer to perform optimization passes
over the IR. The high-level architecture of H UMMINGBIRD is shown in Fig. 1 (B). The current version
of H UMMINGBIRD is implemented as an extension of ONNXMLTools [15] and supports compiling
Scikit-learn [31] pipelines into TorchScript [10], ONNX, and TVM output formats. Adding support
for other ML tools (e.g., ML.NET [19]) is left to future work.
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Figure 1: (A) Two examples of classical ML pipelines. (B) High-level architecture of H UMMINGBIRD.

Compiling Algorithmic Operators into Tensor Computations. One of the key challenges for
H UMMINGBIRD is translating algorithmic operators into tensor computations. Algorithmic operators
perform inherently asymmetric data accesses and control flow decisions. For example, in a decision
tree ensemble potentially every tree is different from each other with respect to the structure, the
decision variables, and the threshold values. But tensor operators such as matrix multiplication, index
select, and tensor concatenation perform symmetric (bulk) operations. Thus, to cast algorithmic
operators into tensor computations, we introduce a degree of redundancy. Based on the level
of redundancy introduced, we can come up with different compilation strategies. The degree of
redundancy is informed by model statistics such a tree-structure (for tree-based models) or sparsity
(e.g., for linear models). H UMMINGBIRD can currently compile around 40 operators. We support
the most popular classical ML models (e.g., tree ensembles, linear models) and featurizers (e.g., one
2

hot encoding, polynomial featurizer) including the ones that operate on strings. However, currently
we cannot handle text featurizers such as TF-IDF. While this is a limitation, we believe its impact is
low as deep learning-based models (e.g., [23]) are increasingly used for feature extraction from text.
Due to space constraints we only explain the compilation of tree ensembles and related compilation
strategies in §4. Next, we outline the set of optimizations currently implemented in H UMMINGBIRD.

3

System Optimizations

H UMMINGBIRD’s optimizations can be broadly classified into three categories:
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Figure 2: H UMMINGBIRD optimizations. (A) Feature selection push-down (DAG transformation), (B) Fusing
feature scaling with logistic regression (cross-operator optimization).

DAG transformations. In classical ML pipelines there are opportunities to optimize the end-to-end
pipeline through transformation rules, which are only applicable in the prediction setting. For example
consider the transformed version of the Pipeline 1 of Fig. 1 shown in Fig. 2 (A). In Pipeline 1, before
feeding the features to the linear model, there is a feature selection operator to discard not useful
features. However, during prediction time this operator can be pushed down, similarly to projection
push-down in databases. This avoids redundant computations such as scaling and one-hot encoding
for discarded features, or even reading the feature at all.
For operators such as feature scaling, which performs 1-to-1 transformations, selection push-down
can be easily implemented. However, for 1-to-n and n-to-1 operators such as one-hot encoding and
polynomial featurizer, the operator will have to absorb the feature selection. After absorbing, it is
possible that some of the original features can still be discarded as they are not used. Note that for
some operators, such as feature normalizers, it is not possible to push-down the feature selection.
Even if the original pipeline doesn’t have a feature selection operator, it is possible to inject one and
then push it down to avoid redundant computations. L1 regularization (Lasso) is a typical example
where feature selection is implicitly performed. The same idea can be extended to tree-based models
to prune the features that are not used as decision variables.
Cross-operator optimizations. Our approach also opens up the opportunity to perform several
cross-operator optimizations. This includes arithmetic rewrites and operator batching optimizations.
For example the scaling operator and logistic regression model in the pipeline shown in Fig. 2 (A)
can be merged into one operator which performs a single generic matrix multiplication (GEMM)
operation. Furthermore, consider a stacked ensemble model which is composed of logistic regression,
linear SVM, and a Naive Bayes models. While these models are conceptually different, during
inference time all three of them are essentially performing a GEMM operation. Thus, it is possible to
batch them together into one GEMM operation in order to reduce the overheads.
Runtime optimizations. Our compilation approach enables us to leverage runtime-dependant
optimizations such as low-precision inference (e.g., in TensorRT, TVM), automatic operator fusion,
and optimized kernel generation (e.g., TVM) which are not possible or hard to implement otherwise.
Cost-based compilation target selection. When compiling classical ML pipelines, for a given
high-level operator there can be more than one compilation target. For example, in the case of
decision tree-based models, H UMMINGBIRD currently supports three possible compilation strategies.
In practice, none of the strategies are globally optimal, but instead they are all applicable in different
situations based on the input model structure. For example, as we will see in the next section, one
strategy H UMMINGBIRD uses to implement tree inference is to compute all internal decisions at
once [34]. Clearly, as the size of the decision trees get bigger, this strategy will be significantly
inefficient due to redundant computations. With this strategy we in fact perform O(2h ) (h is the
3

height of the tree) computations whereas the original algorithmic operator needs to perform only
O(h) comparisons. Nevertheless, the above compilation strategy implement tree traversal as GEMM
operations, therefore up to a certain depth level this strategy can be actually optimal performance-wise
on modern hardware, where GEMM operations can run highly efficiently. The exact crossover point
where one strategy outperforms the others is determined by the characteristics of the execution
engine and the available hardware. For instance, we have experimental evidences showing that the
above strategy performs better over shallow trees (h ≤ 3), whereas tree-traversal-based strategies
perform better over deep trees. Thus, in H UMMINGBIRD we use a cost model for compilation target
selection, reminiscent to relational data management systems. Next we give details on the strategies
H UMMINGBIRD uses to compile tree-base models into tensor computations.

4

Compilation Strategies for Tree-base Methods

Trained tree-based models are currently compiled by H UMMINGBIRD using three different strategies,
based on run-time statistics (e.g., batch size) and tree structure.
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Figure 3: Decision Tree inference: GEMM strategy.

Strategy 1: GEMM. With this strategy we cast the evaluation of a decision tree as a series of three
GEMM operations interleaved by two logical operators. Fig. 3 shows the high-level idea. Let m be
the number features in a record, n be the number of internal nodes in the tree, l be the number of leaf
nodes, and c be the number of classes.
We first create 5 matrices (A, B, C, D, and E) representing the structure of the decision tree. A
is a m × n matrix having Ai,j set to 1 if and only if the index of the feature being evaluate at the
internal Node i is F j. Otherwise it is set to 0. Matrix B is a 1 × n matrix with B1,i set to the
threshold value of the internal Node i. We multiply the input X with A and then perform a less than
(<) operation to get an indicator matrix denoting which internal nodes evaluated to true.1 We next
multiply the indicator matrix by the n × l matrix C. Ci,j is set to 1 if internal node corresponding to
row i is on the path to leaf node corresponding to node j from root with evaluating to true. It is set
to -1 if the internal node is in the path and evaluates to false. Otherwise it is set to 0. The result of
this multiplication operation is then subjected to equal condition with matrix D to get an indicator
matrix denoting which leaf node evaluated to true. D is a 1 × m matrix with D1,i set to the number
of internal nodes in the path to the leaf node denoted by column i from root node which evaluates
to true. The resultant indicator matrix is then multiplied by matrix E to get the final result. Ei,j
is set to 1 if and only if the leaf node corresponding to row i has class label j. Fig. 3 depicts this
strategy for binary classification, but the approach can be easily extended to support multi-class and
regression tasks. In the case of tree ensembles, we create the above matrices for each tree and batch
them together to produce 3-dimensional tensors. As the number of leaf nodes and internal nodes can
vary between trees, we pick the maximum number of leaf nodes and internal nodes for any tree as
the tensor dimensions, and pad the smaller matrix slices with zeros. Similarly, when the input X
contains batches with multiple records, we perform batched variants of GEMM and logical operators.
Strategy 2: TreeTraversal. In the GEMM strategy we incorporated two forms of redundancy: (1)
storage redundancy by padding matrix slices; and (2) computational redundancy by evaluating all
internal nodes and leaf nodes when only few of them actually need to be evaluated. In this second
strategy, we try to reduce the computational redundancy by mimicking the typical tree traversal
implemented using tensor operators. The high-level approach is shown in Fig. 4. Given a decision
1
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Figure 4: Decision Tree inference: TreeTraversal strategy.

tree we create a matrix maintaining the structure of the tree. Each column in this matrix corresponds
to a tree node. The matrix has 5 rows and each row contains different information about each tree
node. The first row contains the node id of the left child and the second row contains the node id of
the right child. For leaf nodes the same parent node id is repeated. The third row contains the index
of the feature that is being evaluated at each node. For leaf nodes this is set to zero. The fourth row
contains the threshold value and for leaf nodes again this is set to zero. The last row contains the
class label corresponding to each node and for internal nodes this is set to -1 (invalid).
Given the above tree data structure, starting with the initial node id of zero (root node), we slice the
corresponding column from the structure matrix. We then select the feature id value and use that
to select the corresponding feature value from the input (X). We then perform a less than check to
determine whether the internal node is evaluated to true or false. Based on the evaluation we select
either the left child id or right child id as the node id for the next iteration. This operation can be
performed using the Where operator available in most tensor runtimes. To perform the full tree
inference this process can be repeated until we reach a leaf node. However, instead of iterating in
a loop we exploit the fact that we know the maximum depth of this tree to unroll the loop for max
depth iterations. The tree data structure is created in way such that if it reaches leaf node before
reaching the max depth, the same class label will be selected repeatedly. In the case of an ensemble
with multiple trees, we batch individual tree data structures into a 3-dimensional tensor with number
of tree nodes set to the maximum number of nodes in any tree. Similar to the first strategy, we pad
the matrix slices corresponding to smaller trees and invoke the batched variants of the operators.
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Figure 5: Decision Tree inference: BalancedTreeTraversal strategy.

Strategy 3: BalancedTreeTraversal. This strategy is similar to the previous one in spirit. However,
in addition to incorporating redundancy to make all trees in the ensemble have the same number
of nodes, it requires all trees in the ensemble to be complete balanced trees. Consider the example
scenario shown in Fig. 5. Given a decision tree, we first find out the maximum depth of the tree.
We then transform the decision tree by incorporate dummy internal nodes and replicating the
corresponding leaf nodes to make the tree a balanced tree. We create three sets of data structures
to maintain the structure of the decision tree: (1) indices of features checked by each internal node;
(2) threshold value for each internal node; and (3) class labels. Features ids and threshold values are
organized by depth levels. We exploit the balanced nature of the trees to remove the look-ups for
finding the left and right child node ids of a given node. In the case of a tree ensemble, we select
the maximum depth of any tree to transform the decision trees. Additionally, we batch the tree data
structures corresponding to each tree, and invoke batched variants of the tensor operations.

5

Experimental Evaluation

We run some experiments to show (1) how H UMMINGBIRD performs compared to current state of
the art wrt inference over tree ensembles, and (2) end-to-end performance over complete pipelines.
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Figure 6: H UMMINGBIRD performance evaluation.

Experimental Setup. We use an Azure NC6 v2 machine with 112 GB of RAM, Intel Xeon CPU
E5-2690 v4 @ 2.60GHz, and Nvidia P100 GPU. The machine runs Ubuntu 18.04 with PyTorch 1.2.0,
TVM 0.5, sklearn 0.21.3, XGBoost 0.90, ONNX Runtime 0.5, Rapids 0.9, and CUDA 10.0.
Gradient Boosting Micro-benchmark. We first run a micro-benchmark to evaluate the performance
of translating tree-based models. We trained a XGBoost [20] model. We evaluate H UMMINGBIRD
(strategy 3) with TVM (HB-TVM) and PyTorch 2 (HB-TS) backends against three baselines: XGBoost, ONNX-ML [7], and Nvidia Rapids Forest Inference Library (FIL) [16]. We use a synthetic
dataset which has 100 features and 10,000 records. We vary the inference batch size and use 1000
trees with max tree depth set to 10. From the results we can see that HB-TVM outperforms the
baselines (for batch size of 10k we are on par with Rapids) both on CPU and GPU. H UMMINGBIRD
with PyTorch back-end is on par with the natives CPU and GPU implementations for small batch
sizes, whereas it is 3× to 5× slower for larger batches. This is mainly due to TVM ability to fuse
operators into efficient kernels and scheduling tuning. Note that ONNX-ML’s scaling is linear here,
as its current implementation of tree inference is neither optimized for batch or multicore execution.
End-to-end Pipeline Evaluation. For this set of experiments, we use the two pipelines shown in
Fig. 1 (A), and train them on the Forest Covertype dataset [33]. For the feature selector operator we
set the number of features to 15. For the random forest model we use 100 trees with max depth set to
10. We compare inference performance for the original pipeline implementations in Scikit-Learn and
ONNX-ML against H UMMINGBIRD with PyTorch backed on varying batch sizes. The results are
shown in Fig. 6b and c. In both pipelines,: (1) ONNX-ML performs best for batch of size but then it
is not able to take advantage of bigger batch sizes; (2) H UMMINGBIRD always performs better than
sklearn, while it performs better than ONNX-ML for large batches; (3) multicore execution do not
improve performance for H UMMINGBIRD wrt single core; and (4) GPU execution provides better
performance for large batches, up to 15× for pipeline 2.

6

Related Work

P RETZEL [28] is a white box prediction serving system for classical ML pipelines. P RETZEL
optimizes resource usage by pooling memory and threads among operators and allows similar
pipelines to share operators. In contrast, H UMMINGBIRD casts ML pipelines into tensor computations.
Hence, it can take advantage of existing serving systems for DNN models and ease the deployment
on many target environments. RAPIDS [4] is a ML library specifically built for NVIDIA GPUs.
RAPIDS provides GPU implementations for Pandas DataFrames and classical ML algorithms.
Although RAPIDS provides high-performance data manipulation and ML training implementations,
inference tasks have been only added lately [16]. H UMMINGBIRD, on the other hand, provides
prediction serving on various hardware and platforms, by taking advantage of existing solutions for
DNN, hence minimizing engineering efforts.

7

Conclusions

Prediction serving systems for DNNs are maturing rapidly, whereas prediction serving for classical
ML pipeline is still limited to ad-hoc solutions, or poor performance and limited portability. In
this paper, we propose a framework to compile full pipelines into tensor operations such that DNN
runtimes can be directly used for scoring classical ML models end-to-end. Our early results show
that our approach is able to outperform custom (C++ and CUDA) implementations. We are currently
working on porting more algorithms, exploring additional optimizations unlocked by our approach,
as well as integrating H UMMINGBIRD with other optimizers [27].
2

For the PyTorch backend, we compile models into TorchScript for better performance.
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